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Healthcare worker protection is 
central to a pandemic response
• Ethical, legal, moral obligation of the 

healthcare system to protect them
• Treatment and control strategies require 

healthcare workers to do their job





Why a systematic review?

• Minimize bias
• Consider all literature, not just papers 

that support a particular viewpoint
• Only original research accepted

– No reviews, textbooks, expert opinions
• Abstracts reviewed by ≥2 researchers
• If accepted, articles reviewed by ≥2 

researchers



Methodology

• Included studies on influenza 
transmission
– Mammals only
– Experimental + retrospective/prospective 

observational studies 
– Reports of outbreaks if included one of:

• the type of control measures used 
• a diagram of the transmission pattern within a confined 

area
• discussion of the potential route of transmission





Definitions

• Standard CDC, Health Canada 
definitions for respiratory virus 
transmission:
– Direct contact
– Indirect contact
– Droplet
– Airborne

• These definitions are simplistic



Transmission (simplified)

Source
Susceptible

host



Where on the continuum?

Contact                         Droplet                       Airborne

Decreasing particle size



Cough particles (≤ 20μ, >20μ)

Droplet nuclei (airborne)

Larger droplets
(not airborne)

By volume By particle number

Larger droplets
(not airborne)

Droplet nuclei 
(airborne)

Adapted from Louden and Roberts, 1967 and Nicas et. al., 2005



Findings from experimental 
studies
• Artificially aerosolized influenza virus can 

remain airborne for varying periods of time
• Artificially aerosolized influenza virus can 

infect animals
– Humidity
– Viral strain

• Influenza virus is detectable on surfaces
• Influenza virus can be transferred from 

surfaces to hands



Findings continued

• Humans can become infected by 
breathing aerosolized virus via a face 
mask

• No experimental study proving person 
to person transmission via the airborne 
route



Epidemiologic studies



Results

• All epidemiologic studies provide 
evidence that strongly suggests that 
close contact is required for 
transmission

• None of the studies provided proof of 
airborne transmission 
– Those that have been suggested as 

providing evidence of airborne 
transmission are seriously flawed



McLean, 1961

• Observation of an increased attack rate 
in the building without UV lighting

• Not a study:
– No attempt to control for multiple 

confounding factors and routes of 
transmission

• UV controlling influenza suggests that 
long distance transmission should occur



Drinka, 1996

• Different influenza rates in 4 buildings of a 
LTC facility

• Hypothesized that ventilation may have 
contributed to difference
– However confounded by crowding, placement of 

patients, etc.
– If true, long distance transmission should occur

• No differences in rates in following year 



Moser, 1973



Little, 1979

• Comparison of nasally infected 
volunteers with self-reporting patients 
infected with wild-type disease 
presenting to a clinic

• Lab strain versus wild type
• Large selection bias
• Infectious dose ≠ route of transmission



Conclusions

• Studies cited as providing evidence of 
airborne transmission did not control for 
multiple other factors

• Epidemiologic studies suggest close 
contact important in transmission

• In no study is there evidence of long 
distance transmission (unlike varicella, 
measles…)



Unlikely ≠ Proof but…

• However, if airborne transmission has 
not been ruled out, should we not err on 
the side of caution?

• If airborne transmission is plausible 
should we not just recommend 
respirators?



Respirators versus surgical masks

• Respirators consistently more efficient 
at filtering small particles (most 
penetrating particle < 1 μm)
– N95: 95% efficiency
– Surgical: highly variable

• 4-92% for 1.8 μm particle
• 40-92% for 2 μm corn oil particle
• 27-37% for 0.8 μm bacteria
• 2-85% for 0.55 μm latex sphere

Adapted from L Brosseau, Canadian Council of Academies, 2007



How well to surgical masks work 
to block/filter much larger 
particles?

We don’t know.



Does this matter?

Droplet nuclei (airborne)

Larger droplets
(not airborne)

By volume By particle number
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(airborne)

Adapted from Louden and Roberts, 1967 and Nicas et. al., 2005



Will N95 respirators protect 
HCWs?
• If airborne transmission is a primary 

mode of transmission
• …and they wear them
• …and they wear them appropriately
• Poor compliance will negatively impact 

possible benefit
– Efficacy versus effectiveness



Risk benefit analysis

• Weighing the pros and cons of each course 
of action

• All courses of action have pros and cons
– Science
– Cost
– Accessibility
– Perception
– Compliance etc.



Pros and Cons of Respirators

• Improved filtration 
characteristics of 
airborne particles 
over surgical masks

• Widely accepted for 
airborne diseases

• Poor compliance, 
especially for long-term 
use

• Fit testing not 
reproducible

• Decreased 
communication, 
functioning; headaches, 
falls, dizziness

• Increased cost over 
surgical masks (≈ 7 fold)

• Unproven effectiveness
• Supply





Not just safety in the work place 

• Most exposures to occupational 
hazards end when you leave the job 
site.

• As a community spread illness, the risk 
of influenza is omnipresent, in all 
settings



Protecting Healthcare workers

• Masks
• Respirators
• Hand washing
• Eye protection
• Social distancing 

measures

• Gloves
• Humidity
• Vaccination
• Antivirals

How well do these work in the real world?



Respiratory protection: future work

• Incremental benefit of respirators versus 
surgical masks (duckbill?) in preventing 
influenza transmission

• Confirmation of different modes of 
transmission e.g., contact with eyes etc.

• Measurement of compliance with various 
control measures

• Continued investigation of antiviral 
prophylaxis of HCWs



Questions?



This paper was produced for a meeting organized by Health & Consumer Protection DG and represents the views of its author on the
subject. These views have not been adopted or in any way approved by the Commission and should not be relied upon as a statement of 
the Commission's or Health & Consumer Protection DG's views. The European Commission does not guarantee the accuracy of the data
included in this paper, nor does it accept responsibility for any use made thereof.
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